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AK893 GAUZY AGENT GLASS COAT

6.50€

High quality product developed to enhance, repair, and achieve extremely
realistic, transparent, glass-like smooth finishes on clear plastic parts. Simply dip and let dry for a few minutes. Clean excess around the edges to
achieve a uniform layer. For best results, allow product to dry in a dust-free
environment. This product, when applied to clear plastic, will result in a
realistic glass-like smooth appearance on parts like clear plastic cockpit
canopies or other clear parts.

Dip the piece for a few seconds
making sure the liquid reaches
all crevices.

Take out the piece letting it
drain and making sure there
are no bubbles.

Notes:
The drying time may vary depending on environmental
Conditions. Although it can be manipulated after 30 minutes it
is advisable to let it dry for several hours. A good planning of
your work and avoiding rushing will help.
Keep in mind that when drying, the product has good adhesion and the piece can get stuck while we let it dry. So it is
advisable to move it from time to time during the first minutes
of drying or leave it to dry on a place where the bearing surface is as small as possible.

Dry the excess leaning it over a paper cloth or similar
making sure the product does not accumulate too much
in one area.
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AK894 INTERMEDIATE GAUZY AGENT
SHINE ENHANCER

5.95€

High quality product to create a protective and very realistic glossy sheen on
areas where applied. This product also serves as a protective layer for the
paint underneath. Apply it the way you would with any varnish. Apply and
let dry for a few minutes. This product can also serve as a perfect smooth
finishing touch for metallic paints and others such as AK Interactive Xtreme
Metal. Apply Gauzy Agent to any single part or sections of your model that
are begging for an incredible transparent and smooth shine. With self-leveling properties, it can be applied by brush or airbrush.

Without AK894
Intermediate Gauzy applied.

With AK894
Intermediate Gauzy applied.

AK892 STAINLESS STEEL SHAKERS

4.20€

Stainless steel balls to use with all kind of modeling products even the
more aggressive products. Also with enamel paints, primers, and acrylics.
Add to your jar and shake, to help mix your paint quicker. Contains 250
stainless steel balls, at a very low price.
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MC-802 GERMAN MODERN VEHICLES COLORS SET

14.00€

This six color set contains the standard NATO colors to paint German vehicles (and other NATO troops deployed worldwide).
Also includes the three colors of the Bundeswehr camouflage in desert theaters.
The colors within this set are true to the actual color with a little modification for scale effect.
These acrylic paints are formulated for airbrush although they can be used with brush too, and they are soluble in water
These acrylic paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact parameters. We recommend MENG
thinner for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-221 NATO Black / MC-222 NATO Green / MC-223 NATO Brown / MC-224 German Sand Brown /
MC-225 German Sand Beige / MC-226 German Grey Beige
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MC-804 WWI VEHICLES CAMOUFLAGE COLORS VOL. 1

14.00€

This six color set allows to paint the different WWI schemes of the German Army vehicles.
Includes the special color Field Grey to paint many interior parts, not only for the German Army but for other Armies as the
French Army.
These acrylic paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact parameters. We recommend MENG
thinner for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-246 German Grey / MC-247 Dull Green / MC-248 Ocher Earth / MC-249 Brown Clay / MC-250 Field Grey /
MC-209 Deep Green

MC-805 WWI VEHICLES CAMOUFLAGE COLORS VOL. 2

14.00€

This six color set allows to paint the different WWI vehicle schemes of the British and French Armies.
Includes the special color British Khaki and Olive Drab used in the First World War.
These acrylic paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact parameters. We recommend MENG thinner
for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-211 Olive Drab / MC-212 British Khaki / MC-229 Khaki Green / MC-230 French Light Brown / MC-231 French Brown /
MC-232 French Green
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MC-806 RUSSIAN MODERN VEHICLES CAMOUFLAGE COLORS VOL. 1

14.00€

This six color set allows to paint the different modern Russian vehicle schemes. This set can be used combined with the second
volume to complete all the colors for the vehicles of the Russian Army and armed forces of many post-Soviet states.
This volume 1 includes the three colors needed to achieve the desert colors of the Russian Army.
These acrylic paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact parameters. We recommend MENG
thinner for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-016 Light Grey / MC-210 Black Grey / MC-217 Russian Green 1 / MC-237 Red Brown / MC-253 Light Sand /
MC-254 Dark Sand

MC-807 RUSSIAN MODERN VEHICLES CAMOUFLAGE COLORS VOL. 2

14.00€

This six color set allows to paint the different modern Russian vehicle schemes. This set can be used combined with the first volume
to complete all the colors for the vehicles of the Russian Army and armed forces of many post-Soviet states.
These colors are also valid for the vehicles used in the late Soviet era.
These acrylic paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact parameters. We recommend MENG thinner
for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-233 Russian Vehicle Interior Green / MC-234 Light Olive / MC-235 Light Grass Green / MC-239 Blue Grey /
MC-240 Blue Black / MC-241 Greyish Yellow
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MC-809 JAPANESE EARLY VEHICLES CAMOUFLAGE COLORS

14.00€

This set offers six colors that are essential for painting Japanese Army vehicles used in the early period of World War II before
the Japanese Army weapon camouflage instructions were given in 1942. These acrylic paints are formulated for both brush and
airbrush use, and they are soluble in water.
These acrylic paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact parameters. We recommend MENG
thinner for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-281 Japanese Army Dark Yellow / MC-282 Japanese Army Red Brown / MC-283 Japanese Army Dark Brown /
MC-284 Japanese Army Dark Green / MC-285 Gun Barrel Khaki Drab / MC-286 Bright Yellow

Promotional Flyer not included in the set.

